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Johan Rockström Wins 2024 Tyler Prize for Environmental
Achievement

eatforum.org/learn-and-discover/johan-rockstrom-wins-the-2024-tyler-prize-for-environmental-achievement/

February 29, 2024 – Johan Rockström, director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK)
and EAT co-founder, was today announced as the winner of the 2024 Tyler Prize for Environmental
Achievement for his pioneering work on the “Planetary Boundaries” framework, a scientific guide to help
keep the planet in a safe operating space.

The Tyler Prize Executive Committee awarded the Prize to Rockström, who is an EAT-Lancet Commission
2.0 co-chair, for his “science-based approach to sustainable development for people on a stable and resilient
planet”, citing the need for a holistic, interdisciplinary approach to the mounting environmental crises.

One of the most-cited researchers in the world, Rockström’s Planetary Boundaries framework seeks to
identify the natural systems that make human life on Earth possible and the amount of change that humans
can safely make within them without severely altering life on the planet as we know it.

ABOUT THE PLANETARY BOUNDARIES
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First published in 2009, the Planetary Boundaries determine the limits in which humanity can safely operate
within the natural world, integrating the nine systems that determine the functioning and the state of the
planet. They provide life-support to humans, and include systems we all rely upon, such as clean water, a
stable climate, and vibrant biodiversity. This framework has helped shape public response to climate change
and sustainable development, including the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.

Humanity is “well outside of the safe operating space” on six of the nine Planetary Boundaries, according to
the latest update on the Planetary Boundaries, published September 2023 in Science Advances.

“As a matter of urgency, we must recognize and act upon the vast scientific evidence that patient Earth is
unwell as human pressures on the planet continue to rise, breaching planetary boundaries. We are at risk of
destabilizing the entire planet,” said Rockström, professor in Earth systems science at the University of
Potsdam and professor in environmental science at the Stockholm Resilience Centre at Stockholm
University.

“We are hitting the ceiling of the carrying capacity on planet Earth,” he explained, pointing to research
showing that “planet Earth is a complex self-regulating system where the oceans, the biosphere, the
cryosphere, all the ice sheets, the atmosphere, the climate system interact.”

Transgressing too many planetary boundaries could, according to Rockström, risk “reaching tipping points
that will undermine the Earth’s life-support systems.”

The science of tipping points is also at the heart of Rockström’s work because it is a key metric used to
determine safe planetary boundaries. “Push the Earth system too far and we risk that critical biological and
physical systems, like forests and ice sheets, cross a tipping point, fundamentally shifting their state and
functions,” Rockström said, citing the deforestation of the Amazon rainforest as one example. “Systems that
can tip between different states and which regulate the environmental conditions on Earth are dominated by
feedbacks that buffer and dampen stress from global warming. Push them too far and they cross tipping
points, making them shift from dampening to self-reinforcing, from cooling to warming.” This is a serious
concern, continued Rockström. Crossing enough tipping points would risk “irreversibly shifting” the planet
from a place that supports humanity as we know it to “a state that no longer helps us.”

ABOUT JOHAN ROCKSTRÖM

Born in Sweden, Rockström is also a dedicated field scientist, having spent over 25 years studying applied
water research within tropical regions. The Planetary Boundaries framework has catapulted his scientific
work into the public sphere and impacted public policy, being used to support the European Union’s legal
instruments and included in United Nations official documents.

Rockström’s ability to communicate complex science in an easy-to-grasp, accessible way has made him a
well-respected figure in the media. He has co-authored books like “Breaking Boundaries: The Science of Our
Planet,” which became a Netflix documentary narrated by Sir David Attenborough, and has appeared
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alongside Leonardo DiCaprio in the documentary “Before the Flood.” Several of his online talks have gone
viral, generating millions of views and helping shape public discourse on environmental stewardship.

ABOUT THE TYLER PRIZE

Established in 1973, the Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement recognizes global leaders in
environment and sustainability. Often called the “Nobel Prize for the Environment,” past winners include Jane
Goodall, Michael Mann, Daniel Pauly, and Gretchen Daily, among others.

“Professor Rockström’s work embodies the spirit of the Tyler Prize,” said Tyler Prize Chair Julia Marton-
Lefèvre. “He has elucidated the essential environmental limits within which humanity must operate to ensure
a sustainable future” while “his scientific achievements, coupled with his ability to influence policy and
engage with the public, have made an invaluable contribution to our planet’s welfare.”

“I see this as a recognition of the importance of Planetary Boundary science,” Rockström said on winning the
Prize, calling it “a fantastic boost and a recognition that we’re on the right track scientifically,” providing “even
more impetus for our science moving forward.”

Rockström will receive the Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement at a ceremony in Potsdam, Germany,
on May 18, 2024.


